
 
 

              

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER FROM SOUTHBOROUGH HIGH SCHOOL 

 
WORD FROM THE HEADTEACHER 

Friday 26th February 2021 

Our vision is:  Aspiration—Commitment—Excellence 

Purpose 

Our purpose is to make the difference for all of our students. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 Niall Smith 

Alfie Lawton 

Our thoughts remain with Alfie’s family and friends this 

week, as his tragic death continues to be investigated by the 

proper authorities. I would like to reassure the entire 

Southborough community that we will commemorate and 

celebrate his life in a suitable way at an appropriate time.  

If any student would like support, or any parent or carer has 

any worries or concerns about their children, then they 

should make a wellbeing referral through Classcharts. This is 

a very quick and easy system to use and your referral will 

alert all key professionals in the school immediately.  

I would also like to remind you of CareNet, our online 

safeguarding service, which is available via our website. 

Here you will find a loss and bereavement section for 

students and adults, with supportive helplines and guidance 

available for you during such sad and difficult times. 

Full Reopening 

I am pleased to confirm that the school will reopen to all 

students on Monday 8th March. We are working hard with 

Public Health England to make the relevant preparations for 

this moment, particularly in terms of the required Covid 

testing regime. We will keep you informed as to the specific 

arrangements in due course. 

Kind regards, 

Mr N. Smith 

  Forthcoming Events 

Monday, 8 March 

 Full Reopening  

Tuesday, 9 March 

 Full Governing Body Meeting 

Thursday, 11 March 

 Whole School Reading P3 

 World Book Day 

 5pm Yr 9 Options Evening 

Wednesday, 17 March 

 Yr 10 Parents Evening 

Monday, 22 March 

 Disadvantaged Pupil Review 
 (Yr 7-11) ALL WEEK 

 Exams Week 2c Years 7-13 

Friday, 26 March 

 Year 11 photos 

Saturday, 27 March 

 Y6 Friendship Day 

Friday, 2 April 

 Easter holiday   
 Restart 19th April  
Monday, 19 April 

 Disadvantaged Pupil Review 
 (Yr 7-11) ALL WEEK 

 Professional Learning Day 

Friday, 23 April 

 Exam Data Input Deadline 

 Year 9 Immunisations  

 (HPV 1st Dose) 



Positivity and Hard Work  

Pays Off!  

Adults know that if you do the right 

thing – whether it’s working hard, being 

kind and helpful, supporting others or 

being sensible with money – good will 

come out of it. Promotion. Rewarding 

friendships. The money to buy a new 

car or family holiday. And we know the 

essential principle of ’doing the right 

thing’ because it was instilled in us at a 

young age, at school and home. 

Over a number of years now, our boys 

have learnt to embrace this key 

principle, supported and embedded 

within our school culture via a specially 

designed rewards system built around 

our core school values, namely:  

Achievement.  

Commitment.  

Excellence. 

(continued …) 

Rewards, Positivity, Mental Health and 

Wellbeing at Southborough 

Children’s Mental Health Week – 1st to 7th February 

Mr Smith and Mr Edwards welcome  to Southborough Graham Dear and his daughter Hope, of The Grace Dear 

Trust . They donated and presented  the magnificent  ‘Voodoo Bantu’ bike to Philip C of 9AMC  



These key values encapsulate a wide 
plethora of academic and pastoral 
qualities that society as a whole values, 
including kindness, empathy, friendship, 
leadership,  the ability to work well as a 
team and the drive to do one’s best 
academically, whatever your ability. 

By demonstrating these values in and 

outside the classroom, Southborough 

students earn ‘positive points’ from 

their teachers and support staff and 

both parents and students can follow 

their progress in ‘real time’ via their 

Class Chart accounts. Students with the 

highest number of positive points are 

celebrated in regular assemblies and 

end of term events. In the past, 

students could exchange or ‘cash in’ 

their points for a limited range of items, 

including stationery and sports 

equipment.  

However, at the start of this academic 

year, the school launched an even 

more enticing reward scheme that 

would appeal to a broader range of 

student ages and interests, including 

Amazon vouchers, a charitable 

donation, ear phones and even a 

Nando’s voucher! The ultimate ACE 

reward, a top of the range ‘Voodoo 

Bantu’ bike, was generously donated by 

our partner charity The Grace Dear 

Trust. Run by the Dear family, the 

charity works closely with 

Southborough High School to help 

promote positive mental health 

amongst our students. They, like 

Southborough, share the same values 

and ideas for bringing out the very best 

in people; that is, by implementing 

strategies that inspire and praise 

individuals, recognising both academic 

and personal qualities, such as showing 

kindness to others. 

Every student within the school had the 

chance to own this wonderful bike. 

Students earning 800 points were 

automatically put into a prize draw. For 

those students not lucky enough to win 

the bike, all was not lost. They were 

able to enjoy a veritable 800 point 

‘spending spree’, choosing a range of 

wonderful gifts on offer, including the 

vouchers, earphones, queue jumping 

and more. 

(continued…) 

The ‘Voodoo Bantu’ bike incentivized students in the dining hall daily. 

Mr Graham Dear is flanked by Mr Edwards and Mr Smith.  



Students exchange their positive 

points into charity donations 

With regards to the Rewards Scheme, 

students don’t just get the chance to 

spend their positive points on items for 

their own personal use. Amongst the 

options - which includes Amazon 

Vouchers, earphones, a queue jump 

pass and sporting equipment – they are 

given the chance to ‘give back’ and 

make an altruistic gesture; 25 points 

can be exchanged for a £1 donation to 

The Grace Dear Trust. Since 

September, kind and thoughtful 

students have exchanged points that 

have raised an impressive £309 for the 

charity, who will use the money to 

continue the vital work they do working 

with young people in schools.  

The Grace Dear Trust funds 

valuable initiatives within the 

school 

One such way that The Grace Dear 

Trust continues to support 

Southborough is providing the funding 

for an extra whole day of Counselling 

each week.  

Our wonderful counsellor Ms Bellamy 

has worked closely with both students 

and staff to ensure they receive the 

support they need to maintain good 

mental health. 

The charity has also pledged to fund the 

addition of some extra seating for our 

‘Wellbeing Garden’. Since its launch last 

year, the garden has provided a real 

haven for our students to spend time in. 

Being out in a garden has a real and 

positive effect on both mind and body. 

We all know the feeling of relief our 

boys can get from being outdoors in the 

fresh air. It can blow away the 

emotional cobwebs and revive them if 

they are feeling a little stressed or run-

down. It can also help our young people 

with any anxieties or depression they 

may be suffering from. And, of course, 

it equally offers a nice place to relax 

and enjoy during the busy school day. 

Whilst Lockdown prevents the majority 

of our students from coming into school 

and using the garden, we hope that it 

won’t be long until we are back to 

normal and enjoying the space once 

more. 

Lastly, funding provided by The Grace 

Dear Trust has also allowed us to 

formally train six members of our staff 

to become Mental Health First Aiders. 

These designated members of staff will 

provide yet another level of support to 

our boys, offering sound advice and 

ongoing support to those who are 

currently struggling with their mental 

health. (continued…) 

Ms Bellamy 

The ‘Wellbeing Garden’ haven 



On Monday morning, Assistant 

Headteacher and Head of Year 9 Mrs 

Linney led a combined live/virtual 

assembly to announce the winner of 

this bike – Year 9 student Philip C 

(9AMC).  

Present to hand over the prestigious 

prize was Mr Dear and his daughter 

Hope Dear, representatives of The 

Grace Dear Trust, who generously 

donated the bike. Philip had worked 

tirelessly throughout the first term, 

earning point after point from his 

teachers. 

Speaking to Philip after the 

presentation, he commented: “I’m so 

thrilled to receive this bike. It’s brilliant! 

I had a bike a few years back but then 

it broke and after it was finally fixed, it 

had become a bit too small for me and 

so we donated it to a friend. I had 

missed cycling around and I’m really 

excited that I’ll be able to cycle into 

school each morning from now on.” 

Headteacher Mr Smith added: “I’m so 

proud of our partnership with The Grace 

Dear Trust. The impact the charity has 

had on our school is huge. I’m proud 

that so many of our students have 

engaged in the reward scheme – well 

done, Philip! – but I’m also proud of the 

student engagement in other, brilliant, 

schemes that the charity has 

championed throughout the last couple 

of years in order to promote positive 

mental health. We are a kinder, 

healthier and more supportive school 

community as a direct result of our 

work together.              (continued…) 
Philip C is congratulated by Graham 

Dear 

Philip makes swift progress on his Journey To Success 



‘Lockdown Blues video’ a hit with 

Southborough Boys 

During the assembly – and other year 

group assemblies throughout the week 

- students were shown an amazing 

promotional video put together by a 

number of our Year 9 Mental Health 

Ambassadors. Called ‘Lockdown Blues’, 

it covers a number of key issues that 

students may be facing during this 

current Lockdown, for example 

loneliness,  sadness, stress and 

boredom. Advice and strategies are 

shared in the video by the students 

themselves and their aim to help others 

is clear for all to see. One key message 

that they get across is that it’s good to 

talk/open up and be supportive of one 

another. No one is alone in feeling the 

way we do and that we are all ‘in it 

together’. Indeed, this dove tails 

beautifully with our work with The 

Grace Dear Trust. Their motto ’It’s OK 

to not be OK’ has grown during 

Lockdown to now include ‘It’s not Weak 

to Speak’. Males in particular find it 

incredibly difficult to speak about their 

concerns and tend to bottle their 

worries up. The message is clear. 

Talking to others helps. 

Mental Health Ambassador Scheme 

Expands  

Indeed, our current team of ten Year 9 

Mental Health Ambassadors have been 

busy since September connecting with 

Year 8 and 9 students via regular drop 

in sessions during form time. Having 

received specialist training on how to 

support others from Health Practitioner 

Ms Sarah Thornhill, they have 

encouraged these younger students to 

become more open about their concerns 

and to be more proactive in providing 

support to others. With one designated 

Ambassador for each form group, the 

boys have conducted themselves so 

well and have been an absolute credit 

to the school. 

The scheme has worked so well, in fact, 

that earlier this term students in both 

Year 7 and 8 were given the opportunity 

to apply to become ‘Friendship 

Ambassadors’ to the new Year 7 

students who will be joining us in 

September. The competition was tough 

but forty successful applicants were 

selected for this special 

role. Together with staff, 

they will take part in 

special google meets with 

our new recruits over the 

coming weeks and 

months ahead and –hopefully- meet 

them all in person via our Y7 Transition 

Friendship Day and Summer School 

activities. 

Parents/Carers home involvement 

in Children’s Mental Health Week 

Staff here at Southborough have been 

adhering to many of the tips and 

suggestions provided by both the 

Children’s Mental Health Week and 

World Mental Health Day. A number of 

these strategies can also be used by 

parents/carers at home, like ‘tense and 

release’ ‘Practise Positive Affirmations’ 

and ‘Taking Brain Breaks’ (see below) 



Safeguarding at Southborough High School 

The wellbeing and safety of our students has always been and always will be our number 
one priority. 

During these difficult and challenging times for us all I would like to remind all students, 
parents and carers of the vital support we still offer all our students even though we may 
not see them every day in school.  

ClassCharts: Our instant wellbeing referral system - Anytime, anywhere, 
students and parents/carers are able to make a referral for any safeguarding 
concern they  have which goes directly to our pastoral and safeguarding teams 
within the school. Through the schools system of ClassCharts anyone can make 
a referral by a simple few clicks on our wellbeing service on any device. Every 
single referral is reviewed and followed up as a priority by the tutor in the first 
instance along with guidance and support (if required) from the schools Pastoral 
Support Officers, the Designated Safeguarding Lead, School Counsellor, School 
Health Practitioner, Educational Welfare Officer and/or the School’s Educational 
Psychologist. 

CareNet: Our online safeguarding service - Along with the online referral 
service mentioned above, we also have a section on our website which is 
dedicated to specific and specialised information and help for any area of 
concern you may have. This service is called CareNet and is found on the 
schools homepage of our website. On CareNet you'll find the contact details of 
our safeguarding team along with support and guidance to students and their 
parents/carers on issues such as mental, physical, social health and online 
safety plus much more. 

Our CareNet service has plenty of guidance and support networks for students and adults to 
access whenever they like. Although in terms of reporting a wellbeing/safeguarding concern 
during this remote period then the ClassCharts referral system is certainly the most 
effective way to do so. Of course students and parents/carers can always liaise directly with 
any member of staff at the school if they wish to do so. As a reminder to students and 
parents/carers you will see below our designated and fully trained safeguarding team - 

 

 

                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
                                                                                              

Niall Smith         
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Brian Burns  

(Deputy  
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Dan Edwards 

(Senior Assistant 
Headteacher &  
Designated  
Safeguarding                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Lead - DSL) 

 

Jenni Lee-Potter 
 

(SENCO   
& Deputy DSL)                 



Word from the  
School Counsellor  

hbellamy@southborough.kingston.sch.uk             

 

For those who do not yet 

know me, I have created 

a short video to introduce 

the counselling service 

that I run for the school.  

 

Please follow this link : 

 https://youtu.be/8wdM8OP0cN0  

I am now located in the 

special counselling room on D floor, 

next to the Drama room  on Tuesdays 

and Wednesdays for drop-in should you 

be in school.  

You are extremely welcome to drop in 

between 10:40 and 11:00 on these 

days.  

Ms Bellamy 

   

Ms Bellamy 

 

 

 

 
 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

Learning and Teaching  

Word of the Week (WoW)  

   The learning and teaching word of the week is 
‘Prompting’. Prompting involves providing students 
with nudges, guides and questions that will help them to 
move closer towards an answer. A prompt is a 
suggestion to a student that they pay attention to a 
particular aspect of a task that will help them get closer 

to the answer. 
 
Prompts are used regularly by teachers to get beyond blocks in student learning. 
Without prompts, students may find it more difficult to develop or improve. Of 
course there are challenges such as knowing exactly how much prompting to 
give and at what stage; the key thing is to remember that students need time to 
think things through and make mistakes. Too much prompting too soon can 
prevent students from thinking for themselves. 
 
‘Prompting’ as a strategy is theoretically linked to Social Constructivism: Social 
constructivists believe teachers have a role in helping students to build 
knowledge in their minds. Teachers’ interventions can help spur knowledge 
development. Examples of using prompting might include a teacher asking a 
question to get the student to look at the task from a different perspective; a 
teacher may point at a section of a diagram/ or part of a text and ask students 
about that section; or, at a basic level, a teacher might start a sentence and ask 
a student to finish it. Fundamentally, prompting leads students towards insight 
and enlightenment and develops their ability to follow through with ideas. 

With the recent announcement of the 
phased return to a more ‘normal’ life 
including the planned Full Reopening of 
the school,  and the imminence of 
Spring, one calls to mind the words of 
the leader Winston Churchill: 

“All the great things are simple, and 

many can be expressed in a single 

word:  

Truth; freedom; justice; honour; 

duty; mercy; hope. “ 

 

Winston Churchill 
 

https://youtu.be/8wdM8OP0cN0


 Outstanding Learning 

Demonstrating Outstanding Learning is not only about the highest levels of attainment; it is 

also about levels of improvement and effort. This month’s example from Year 9 English 

shows an example of creative writing to meet a set brief, taken from a GCSE exam paper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Face Coverings 

As part of the current school arrangements, students and staff attending school are 

expected to wear facemasks in communal areas, which means corridors, toilets, the Library 

or the Dining Hall (queueing, standing up, walking through, etc). 

 

Should students forget or lose their covering, the school has a number of washable reusable 

face masks to purchase. These masks cost £1.70 each and are available for collection from 

the school office once payment has been made on ParentPay. 

Parents may of course request exemption from this arrangement by contacting the school 

office. 

In a time of war even the ground beneath our feet 
seems to mourn. The land of the same colour yet 
somehow darker, as if a mist of depression had 
distorted the view. Children shipped away from 
their parents, being taken in by strangers who try 
to fill a void that for many will never be completely 
filled again. A family left broken and incomplete. 
Children with no more than a small bag to contain 
their whole lifetime, the subtle chirps of crickets 
here to mock the emptiness of the world. The smell 
of crisp air to contrast the ramshackle life of these 
children. 
  
However these children are not the only ones 
affected by this war, men die already in holes in 

the ground surrounded by decay. Spending days mindlessly firing at their 
enemies. Dead before their life has even ended. They give their lives to a 
cause they were told would be glorious yet is only bringing sadness. The 
smell of gunpowder inveloping their senses. The sound of shells hitting 

the ground deafening any nearby. They do not lead a life they operate a 
corpse. 
  
Yet we are not done yet the women at home have to suffer as well. Their 
children and husband taken away left with nothing but the ability to 
wonder if they're ok. The salty taste of their tears falling, the subdued 
sounds of weeping only barely heard (yet hard to forget), “They’ll be 
fine” they say yet who can know in this dark time. 
  
The farmers whose life’s work is destroyed as they have to go and fight; 
the leaders with no opinions but to wait; the small children away from 
their parents; the men who die for others and the women with their 
families taken. Nobody is fine. Nobody is untouched. This war affects 
everyone. Nobody is safe. 

The teacher’s brief 

reaction to the work 

explains why she has 

assessed it a high level… 

“This is very perceptive. 

The piece has a 

convincing 'voice' in 

response to the brief, 

with structural variety… 

so these factors make it 

a high level response…”  



School Health team Virtual Drop-in Service 
The School Health Team will continue to offer a confidential Health Drop-In, available to all 
students. However this will now be delivered virtually. This has been running very 
successfully in several schools across the borough since September. 
Access is via a website and service called www.myclinic.com, and it will be on a Wednesday 
between 3:30-4:30pm. 
To access the drop-in each week, there will be a new 6 digit code published in The Griffin 
each week.  
How does it work? This link below also includes a quick video which explains 
everything  clearly.  
 
The drop in works the same way in terms of confidentiality, with the Health Team 
supporting the students,  signposting them and following up if required. 
 
https://sway.office.com/NZp7wHTBs4zDSeaO?ref=Link 
 

This week’s link 3:30 to 4:30pm on Wednesday 3rdMarch is 
https://myclinic.com/4ZF-KNB 

http://www.myclinic.com/
https://sway.office.com/NZp7wHTBs4zDSeaO?ref=Link
https://myclinic.com/2NA-JEAJ


“Listen Up” by Roman Kemp and Vicky Hope 

 

The name of the book is Listen 

Up by Roman Kemp and Vicky 

Hope. 

 

The book is about this chess tournament and the 

trophy was stolen The kids known as the Radio Kids 

run the top radio shows in the school. They are 

trying to unbox the mystery of the missing trophy. 

 

The main characters are the two radio kids, no 

other than Grace and Arthur. 

 

I liked how they took a look at things and got 

evidence before accusing the thief. 

 

I would recommend it for people that like a bit of 

adventure and mystery in them and over 6 to 7 

 

 

Rating: 

 

Reviewed by Maher Shamkallah 7BTH  



WANT FREE E-BOOKS AND AUDIO-BOOKS AT THE CLICK 

OF A BUTTON?  

GO NO FURTHER THAN LIBBY!  

LIBBY IS AN APP CONNECTED TO YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY.  

 
 

 
 
As many pupils are learning and reading off-site, we are acutely aware that they may 
not have access to reading books at home. With local libraries and book shops closed, it 
may be difficult or expensive to buy new stories.  
 
However, Southborough High School Library has a free solution. Libby is a platform that 
can access the online catalogue of the libraries in your local area. As most London and 
Surrey public library services are signed up to the London Libraries Consortium, library 
members can borrow e-books and audio books from their collections.  
 
In order to access the range of materials you will need to: 
• Sign yourself up to your nearest public library. 
• Download the Libby app for your portable device or mobile phone, or use 
the website on the computer.  
•  
A guide will be e-mailed out to parents and pupils, but if you have any trouble please 
don't hesitate to e-mail the School Librarian at: 
jhumphrey@southborough.kingston.sch.uk.  
 
Please be aware that due to the demand from the local community, some e-
books and audio books may have long waiting times.   
 
Your journey to free stories starts here:  

https://llc.ent.sirsidynix.net.uk/client/en_GB/kingston/?dt=list  
 
and continues here:  

https://libbyapp.com/welcome.   

https://llc.ent.sirsidynix.net.uk/client/en_GB/kingston/?dt=list
https://libbyapp.com/welcome


 

Year Group Weekly Reward Celebrations 
 

Student  
of the Week 

Points  
of the Week 

Remote Learner  
of the Week 

Parent Award  
of the Week 

Year 7     

 Robert T 7RBG  Ben B 7MBR  Ronald C 7ARO  Aiden R 7CPA  

Year 8      

 Rayaan Q 8JMO Ellis E 8RBO Ridhulaash Y 8CAN Thomas G 8RSA 

Year 9     

 Thomas H 9AAD Ediz O 9AMC Luke T 9JFO Alex F 9DGR 

Year 10  

 

  

 Joseph B 10SLE Patrick W 10DJO Toby C 10IBO Drew H 10SLE 

Year 11     

 Lewis V 11DFA Adam B 11ALE Faheem C 11DST Adam B 11ALE 



Coronavirus: School Support 

 

What to do if... Action needed Return to school 

when... 

...my child has 
coronavirus 
symptoms 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
•Self-isolate 
•Get a test 
•Inform school immediately about test 
result 

...the test comes back 
negative. 

...my child tests 
positive for 
coronavirus 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
•Self-isolate for at least 10 days 
•Inform school immediately about test 
result 

...they feel better. They 
can return to school after 
10 days even if they have 
a cough or loss of smell/
taste. These symptoms 
can last for several weeks 
once the infection is gone. 

...somebody in my 
household has 
coronavirus 
symptoms 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
•Self-isolate 
•Household member to get a test 
•Inform school immediately about test 
result 

...the household member 
test is negative. 

...somebody in my 
household has 
tested positive for 
coronavirus 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
•Self-isolate for 14 days 

...the child has 
completed 14 days of self
-isolation 

... NHS test and 
trace have identified 
my child as a ‘close 
contact’ of 
somebody with 
symptoms or 
confirmed 
coronavirus 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
•Self-isolate for 14 days 

...the child has 
completed 14 days of self
-isolation 

...we/my child 
travelled and has to 
self-isolate a part of 
a period of 
quarantine 

•Do not take unauthorised leave in 
term time 

•Consider quarantine requirements 
and FCO advice when booking travel 

•Provide information to school as per 
attendance policy 
 
Returninq from a destination where 
Quarantine is needed: 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school daily 
Self-isolate for 14 days 

...the quarantine period 
of 14 days has been 
completed 

...we have received 
medical advice that 
my child must 
resume shielding. 

•Do not come to school 
•Contact school as required by the 
pastoral team 
•Shield until you are informed that 
restrictions are lifted and shielding is 
paused again 

...school informs you 
that restrictions have 
been lifted and your child 
can return to school 
again. 

If any parents/carers need to share any information regarding COVID-19 next week during 

the Christmas break then could they please do so by emailing  the school 

office@southborough.kingston.such.uk  



PE and Physical Activity Work  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stay safe and stay active. 

Downdog—a yoga app that has hundreds of different workouts for all abilities 

Freeletics—a home workout app that needs no equipment 

Centr—Chris Hemsworth (Thor) has a home workout app for bodyweight exercises. 

Please email Mr Colbert, Head of PE if you have any questions or want any tips.  Stay safe. 

With the new term, it is the perfect time to make a fresh start and commit to 
fitness. Please look on the PE Google Classroom code 6gksz77 for inspiration. A key 
part of fitness training is that it will only work if you push yourself. We call this 
progressive overload. To get fitter you must gradually increase the intensity of how 
you exercise. A great way of doing this is to record your exercises and then try to 
beat your time or do more reps or go for longer. Pick any challenge or workout in 
the PE classroom (or any workout you know or do) and record your time/number 
of repetitions, then make it your weekly challenge to try and beat that score. Good 
luck. Please email the PE department if you need any help. 

jcobert@southborough.kingston.sch.uk 

The Extra-Curricular Timetable is suspended for now 

Sport and Location Date and Time 

  

Football – year 7 only. Playing field. (Please 
change in school except for boots). 

  

Table Tennis – Year 9 only. Purple gym (entrance 
via playground) 

  

  

Monday  
3:30-4:30 

  

Football – Year 8 only. Playing field. (Please 
change in school except for boots). 

  

Table Tennis – Year 7 only. Purple gym (entrance 
via playground) 

  

  

Tuesday  
3:30-4:30 

  

Football – Year 9 only. Playing field. (Please 
change in school except for boots). 

  

Table Tennis – Year 8 only. Purple gym 
(entrance via playground) 

  

  

Wednesday  
3:30-4:30 

  

Table Tennis – Year 10 only Purple gym 
(entrance via playground) 

  

Thursday  
4pm-5pm 

  

Table Tennis – Year 10 only Purple gym 
(entrance via A corridor) 

  

Friday  
4pm-5pm 

mailto:mailto@:jcolbert@southborough.kingston.sch.uk












There is also a sign-up app at https://www.teamapp.com/clubs/493097/store/items/50055  

https://www.teamapp.com/clubs/493097/store/items/50055


 


